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Summary:
When someone becomes immensely successful and wealthy, others have choices in how they respond

1. An outpouring of jealousy, dismissing the successful person as lucky, dishonest, manipulati
2. Admiration and acceptance; a ˆthat’s life˜ attitude: ˆGood for him˜.
3. Wow! How did he do that? I want to learn from that guy and do the same.
It is sad that such a high percentage of people seem to fall i...
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Article Body:
When someone becomes immensely successful and wealthy, others have choices in how they respond

1. An outpouring of jealousy, dismissing the successful person as lucky, dishonest, manipulati
2. Admiration and acceptance; a ˆthat’s life˜ attitude: ˆGood for him˜.
3. Wow! How did he do that? I want to learn from that guy and do the same.

It is sad that such a high percentage of people seem to fall into category 1, although I would

Success is big business. $8bn a year is spent by Americans on personal development products, s

Often, though, those who succeed in business do so in a narrow and acquisitive way. There is n

Rarely, though, you will come across someone who wants to go a whole lot further in helping ot

Things are very different for Matt today. He is CEO of Success University, which is already th

This remarkable growth is set to continue. In his open call to Success University students, Ma

The main purpose of the open call for students, though, was to make an announcement that was p

He is clearly succeeding in that aim. In the past month, we were informed, three more students

This announcement would no doubt have been a great boost to those who would benefit, and an en

Just imagine what the world would be like if all successful and wealthy people adopted a simil
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